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ABSTRACT 

Goal-directed attention in late visual processing: On the scope and flexibility of feature-

based attention 

Blaire Dube         Advisor: 

University of Guelph, 2015       Naseem Al-Aidroos 

 

Feature-based attention (FBA) has known effects on visual perception; however, its effects on 

later processing (i.e., visual working memory; VWM) are not well understood. Across three 

experiments I used a partial-report task to assess effects of FBA on the probability that items 

were encoded into VWM, and the precision of their representations. To investigate the flexibility 

of feature-based control I manipulated the likelihood that the feature-based goal would be 

relevant. Experiments 1 and 2 defined the relevant feature prior to encoding, and, to isolate later 

functioning, Experiment 3 defined the relevant feature per trial following encoding. Experiments 

1 and 2 revealed that FBA affects both VWM probability and resolution, and these effects 

operate independently and flexibly. Experiment 3 revealed a later, less flexible mechanism for 

FBA. FBA has multiple effects on VWM that are separately influenced by the value of the goal, 

and the timing of when it is implemented.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

We live in a complex visual environment. So complex, in fact, that at any given moment, 

we are unable to process the majority of incoming visual information. Yet, we are still able to 

form cohesive and informative internal representations of our world within our minds and brains. 

Not only can we form these representations, but we are also well equipped to represent only the 

most behaviourally useful elements. That is, rather than being passively bombarded with visual 

information, we are able to filter these signals in meaningful ways. In order to accomplish this 

filtering we use visual attention, allocating resources to the most important aspects of the visual 

environment. This selective deployment of attention can either be stimulus-driven, for example, 

reflexively attending the flashing lights on an ambulance, or goal-driven, for example, searching 

for your car keys in a cluttered drawer. The latter, known as goal-directed attention, allows us to 

systematically select portions of the environment for detailed processing based on the relevance 

of those portions to our current goals. 

 A variety of mechanisms exist that allow for goal-specific processing. Goal-relevant 

information is, for example, prioritized through eye movements, which center the fovea on 

relevant spatial locations. Beyond eye movements, various attentional mechanisms are 

implicated in the covert prioritization of goal-relevant information, such as those that prioritize 

spatial locations (Posner, 1980), whole objects (Duncan, 1984), and individual features 

(Corbetta, Miezin, Dobmeyer, Shulman, & Petersen, 1990). The latter, known as feature-based 

attention, effectively enhances performance in visual search by increasing sensitivity to relevant 

objects based on the features they possess (Maunsell & Treue, 2006; Moore & Egeth, 1998). The 

search for your friend in a crowd, for instance, is much less demanding when you know that he is 
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wearing a red t-shirt, because you are able to guide your search toward the goal-relevant feature: 

red. 

There are a number of behaviours that benefit from adopting a feature-based goal, such as 

looking for anomalies on a brain scan or, as mentioned above, trying to find your friend in a 

crowd. Note that for these examples the attentional goal can influence processing from the 

moment visual information is first sensed. Investigations of feature-based attention have 

classically examined its effects under such conditions (Bacon & Egeth, 1997; Kaptein, 

Theeuwes, & Van der Heijden, 1995; Moore & Egeth, 1998). Critically, however, when visual 

information guides behaviour, it is not always physically present as a sensory signal. There are 

behaviours, for instance, that depend on representations encoded in visual working memory 

(VWM), a cognitive system used to actively hold information in mind and manipulate it as 

necessary for a cognitive task (Baddeley, 1986, 2000). Importantly, these behaviours, such as 

driving a car while maintaining active representations of any nearby cars and pedestrians 

currently outside your visual field, may also benefit from feature-based attention. It is, then, 

critical to understand whether or not a feature-based goal has effects at the level of VWM—does 

a feature-based goal influence how visual information is represented in VWM? 

1.1 Feature-Based Goals at the Level of Perception 
 

 Before investigating the effects of feature-based attention on VWM, it is worth 

considering the known effects of feature-based attention on other aspects of visual processing, in 

particular perception. Perception is one of the earliest stages of visual processing. Before visual 

sensory information can be used in any meaningful way, a representation of this information 

must exist internally. A number of neural mechanisms exist to assist in the creation of such 
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representations. The occipital lobe is the first cortical region to receive information relayed from 

the retina. Occipital cortex decomposes visual information into simple, low-level features such as 

form and orientation. After the primary and secondary visual cortices decompose sensory 

information, features are then combined in ventral temporal cortex to form cohesive, complex 

object representations such as faces. For the sake of clarity, in the present thesis I use the term 

perception to refer to those internal visual representations that require constant sensory signals 

from the stimulus for conscious access—this is in contrast to VWM representations, and other 

memory representations, which can persist in the absence of sensory stimulation.  

Many mechanisms of selective attention are thought to have effects on perception. In 

visual search, for instance, objects in a visual scene that compete for awareness are prioritized 

based on the degree to which they match the features of the search target. Attention biases the 

allocation of perceptual resources toward these items, enhancing search efficiency (Desimone & 

Duncan, 1995; Woodman & Luck, 2007). Similarly, research has consistently demonstrated that 

feature-based attention enhances performance in a variety of additional behavioural tasks by 

biasing the allocation of resources in perception. When feature-based attention is employed, for 

example, stimuli that possess the attended feature are identified with greater speed than stimuli 

that do not contain goal-relevant information (Moore & Egeth, 1998). Further, dual-task 

performance is significantly enhanced when attention is divided across two spatially separate 

stimuli that share a common feature relative to stimuli that have opposing features (Saenz, 

Buracas, & Boynton, 2003). Importantly, the effects of feature-based attention on early 

processing are independent of spatial attention, and operate globally—that is, they operate in 

parallel across a visual scene. Sensitivity for detection of peripheral stimuli has been shown to be 

dependent on featural similarity of peripheral and foveal stimuli (Rossi & Paradiso, 1995). When 
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target-identifying information is presented peripherally, performance is enhanced for peripheral 

stimuli containing goal-relevant information. White and Carrasco (2011) provided converging 

evidence for the involuntary global effects of feature-based attention. Here participants’ attention 

was cued to dots moving in a particular direction while they were simultaneously required to 

discriminate which of two sets of moving dots on either side of the screen were moving 

coherently. Discrimination was the most precise when peripheral direction matched that of the 

cue. Taken together, these global effects suggest that a feature-based attentional goal may dictate 

the allotment of perceptual resources throughout the entire visual field rather than just the focal 

point of visual spatial attention.  

 More recent behavioural and psychophysical investigations of feature-based attention 

have moved toward gaining an understanding of precisely how this mechanism affects 

perception. One possibility is that, by attending to a particular feature, that feature’s sensory 

signal is enhanced. Consequently, its representation in perceptual cortex is more precise (i.e. 

stored with greater resolution) than it may be otherwise. This notion implies that feature-based 

attention enhances sensory quality of stimuli possessing relevant features and, thus, has a direct 

influence on vision. Psychophysical research, however, has yielded evidence in support of an 

alternative suggestion: Rather than affecting the quality, or resolution, of perceptual 

representations, feature-based attention alters the order, or priority, of processing each stimulus 

in the visual field (Moore & Egeth, 1998). Visual search experiments used in traditional 

investigations of feature-based attention present an array of stimuli and measure the speed with 

which an observer is able to locate the target, which possesses a defining feature (Bacon & 

Egeth, 1997; Kaptein et al., 1995). For example, participants might be asked to find the red X 

among red-O and black-X distractors. When participants adopt a feature-based goal for the 
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colour red, search times increase with the number of red-O distractors indicating that they have 

been attended, and not the number of black-X distractors suggesting they have been ignored. 

Thus, attention to the feature red causes red stimuli (including the target) to be processed before 

black stimuli. Moreover, feature-based attention does not affect tasks that directly measure 

perceptual quality, such as rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) tasks in which participants are 

required to identify a single letter among distractor digits that are all presented in the same 

spatial location, but at different times (Farrel & Pelli, 1993). In these tasks, accuracy depends 

upon the amount of information you can extract from each individual stimulus before it 

disappears, as opposed to which of multiple stimuli get processed first. Thus, the benefits of 

feature-based attention only emerge when display items are viewed concurrently rather than 

successively, and the primary dependent measure is reaction time. Importantly, the observed 

effects of feature-based attention have been reported to be stronger when attended and ignored 

stimuli are in simultaneous competition for perceptual representation (Saenz et al., 2003).These 

results therefore suggest that, rather than affecting perceptual resolution, feature-based attention 

prioritizes goal-relevant information for processing relative to goal- irrelevant information.  

 Neuroimaging approaches have investigated the neural underpinnings of this mechanism 

by evaluating how top-down attention might prioritize goal-relevant information in the ventral 

visual stream, the neural substrate of object perception (Mishkin, Ungerleider, & Macko, 1983). 

Broadly speaking, it has been suggested that information consistent with a goal is prioritized by 

enhancing neural activation in perceptual cortical regions responsible for representing the 

relevant features (although see Al-Aidroos, Said, & Turk-Browne, 2012). Attending to different 

feature dimensions (i.e. colour) has been found to modulate cortical regions that specialize in 

dimension-specific processing (i.e., V4/V8; Liu, Slotnick, Serences, & Yantis, 2003). Work 
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using single-unit recordings has further suggested that feature-based attention can selectively 

enhance neural responses, thus acting as a prioritization mechanism (Treue & Martinez-Trujillo, 

1999). If, for example, an attentional goal dictates that you are to report the colour of a vertical 

item among horizontal stimuli, search is made more efficient by employing a cognitive strategy 

that strengthens the activation of neurons that preferentially respond to that particular feature 

before stimuli are observed (Maunsell & Treue, 2006). Single-unit recordings from the medial 

temporal visual area in monkeys (Martinez-Trujillo & Treue, 2004), and BOLD signals in 

humans attending to motion direction (Saenz, Barucas, & Boynton, 2002) have shown 

converging results. Specifically, Saenz et al. (2002) found support for the global effects of 

feature-based attention observed in behavioural studies: Feature-based attention biased responses 

to stimuli outside of the attended area when they contained features that corresponded to the 

target feature, serving as evidence in direct support of the preferential neural activation theory. 

Additional single-unit functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and event-related potential 

(ERP) investigations have revealed extrastriate visual cortex activity after observers were shown 

attended feature values at ignored locations (Zhang & Luck, 2008b). Notably, however, even 

when attended and unattended features share a retinotopic location and are coded within the 

same visual areas, selective neuronal enhancement for relevant visual components is evident 

(Liu, Larsson, & Carrasco, 2007). Taken together, these studies suggest that feature-based 

attention modulates activity in perceptual cortex, altering perceptual representations of sensory 

stimuli.  

The time course of neural activity associated with feature-based attention has also been 

examined. Despite early work suggesting that feature-based ERPs are not evident until 150–300 

ms post-stimulus onset (Anllo-Vento & Hillyard, 1996), suggesting a late, post-perceptual effect 
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of feature-based attention, recent ERP work has revealed early effects when goal-relevant and 

goal-irrelevant information are in direct competition (Zhang & Luck, 2008b). With increases in 

competition, activity associated with colour-based attention is evident in humans within 100 ms 

of stimulus onset, and the demonstrated effect operates throughout the visual field in a global 

manner. With such early and widespread activation, the effects of feature-based attention occur 

early enough in time to be perceptual. These early effects, however, are only evident under 

competition, consistent with behavioural data suggesting that feature-based attention alters 

priority rather than resolution.  

The changes in perception that are evident through the behavioural and 

neurophysiological investigations discussed thus far serve as evidence that feature-based 

attentional goals affect perceptual representation. The empirical study of feature-based attention, 

however, traditionally ends here. It is unclear if feature-based attention has consequences for 

higher-level aspects of processing, such as VWM. After items from the visual environment are 

represented in the perceptual system, they are often transferred into VWM so that they may be 

analyzed and manipulated after the physical stimuli are gone—particularly for goal-relevant 

items in the perceptual system. As discussed, some behaviours depend on information 

represented in VWM. It would be beneficial if these behaviours were similarly guided by the 

prioritization of relevant features. The effects of feature-based attention on VWM, however, 

have only been minimally studied. 

1.2 Visual Working Memory as a Target of Feature-Based Attention 
 

After perceptual representations of visual information are formed, a subset of this 

information may be transferred into VWM, enabling it to be maintained in a readily accessible 
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state so that it can be utilized and manipulated as necessary for other cognitive tasks after the 

stimuli are no longer visible (Baddeley, 1986, 2000). The dominant model asserts that only about 

3–4 items can be held in VWM at any given time (Luck & Vogel, 1997; Zhang & Luck, 2008a; 

although see Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004; Wilken & Ma, 2004); however, there are individual 

differences in VWM storage capacity. Interestingly, these individual differences correlate highly 

with fluid intelligence, reading comprehension, and academic achievement (for a review see 

Brady, Konkle, and Alvarez, 2011). Thus, in addition to its relevance as one of the logical “next 

steps” for information beyond early perception within the visual processing system, VWM may 

also be a core cognitive mechanism with widespread implications for other cognitive abilities. 

 Though the nature of the capacity of VWM is currently a topic of debate, it remains 

widely accepted that this capacity is highly limited. Both change detection (Luck & Vogel, 1997; 

Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2001) and partial report tasks (Wilken & Ma, 2004) are standard 

paradigms used to address the nature of these limitations. In both tasks, observers are briefly 

shown a set of visual stimuli (e.g., coloured shapes) of various set sizes and are required to 

remember this information over a variable delay. After this memory delay, participants are asked 

to make a judgment designed to assess their memory for the to-be remembered information. In a 

change detection task, a subset of trials present the initial memory array again, unchanged, while 

the remaining trials present an array that is nearly identical to the initial presentation, but with 

one item replaced by a new item (e.g., a square that was blue at initial presentation is changed to 

yellow; see Figure 1a). Participants are required to indicate whether or not they detected a 

change in the stimulus array relative to its initial presentation. In a partial report task, observers 

are probed to report information about a specific item from the initial array. For example, if the 

initial array is coloured squares, then these squares will reappear without colour following the 
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memory delay. One of the shapes is probed and participants are required to indicate the colour of 

the item at initial presentation by indicating the colour on a colour wheel (see Figure 1b). 

Critically, both tasks require the maintenance of internal representations of the initial stimulus 

arrays across a delay. This effectively allows the researcher to distinguish these tasks from those 

requiring perceptual judgments (i.e. judgments based solely on information that is currently 

available on the retina). Here, performance is instead dependent on working memory. 

 

Figure 1. Examples of traditional working memory tasks. (a) Example of a trial from a change detection task. 

Here, an item in the test array differs from that of the study array and participants should indicate that the 

array has changed. (b) Example of a trial from a partial-report task. Here, participants must use the colour 

wheel to indicate the colour of the highlighted shape on the study screen. 

 A number of theories relevant to visual working memory capacity have been developed 

through the use of these tasks that all attempt to describe the nature of the system’s capacity 

limitation. One account asserts that VWM is limited to a specific number of visual objects (i.e., 

3–4), regardless of the amount of information contained within each object. For example, VWM 

can maintain the representations of at most four stimuli, whether you are simply trying to 
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remember their colours, or whether you are trying to remember multiple features (e.g., colour, 

orientation, shape, etc). Support for this fixed-object “slot” model comes primarily from change 

detection tasks. Change detection ability is near perfect when set sizes (i.e., the number of visual 

objects that must be remembered) are below 3–4 items; however, performance declines when the 

number of items exceeds this limit (Cowan, 2001; Luck & Vogel, 1997). Critically, however, 

while this paradigm offers information about the number of items in VWM, it fails to provide 

information about the resolution or detail with which each item is stored. Alternative models of 

VWM capacity suggest that, rather than being confined to maintaining a certain number of 

objects, VWM is limited by the amount of information that it can store. That is, VWM may be a 

limited resource that is shared dynamically across the items in a visual scene (Alvarez & 

Cavanagh, 2004; Bays & Husain, 2008; Wilken & Ma, 2004). Critically, the partial report 

procedure described above cues observers to report precise accounts of the features of relevant 

items. For example, if asked to report the colour of a probed shape, participants would use a 

continuous colour wheel to indicate the precise colour of that stimulus at initial presentation, thus 

allowing for an indication of item fidelity (i.e., the precision with which they reported the colour 

of the item) as well as an indication of capacity (i.e., responses that would indicate guesses 

versus non-guesses, or the absence versus presence of an item in VWM; Zhang & Luck, 2008a). 

Thus, used in this way, the partial report paradigm can allow for an indication of an item’s 

presence or absence in VWM independent from, and in addition to, the quality of the 

representation itself. This distinction offers information about the state of the representations in 

VWM. For the purposes of this thesis, this distinction is critical to fully understanding the effects 

of feature-based attention on VWM representations.  
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 There are a number of studies that have provided evidence that feature-based attention 

can influence VWM encoding. Indeed, Vogel and colleagues (2005) suggest that a mechanism 

exists that allows for the selective encoding of information into VWM based on relevant 

features, restricting irrelevant information from consuming capacity. Specifically, the researchers 

measured the contralateral delay activity (CDA), an ERP waveform that reflects maintenance of 

stimulus representations in VWM. The CDA persists across memory retention intervals and 

increases with the number of representations being actively maintained in VWM (Vogel & 

Machizawa, 2004). The researchers exploited its sensitivity to the number of objects being 

maintained, using it as a direct reflection of selection efficiency by observing whether or not 

irrelevant items, i.e. those not containing goal-specific features, were transferred into VWM. 

Here, individuals with more efficient mechanisms controlling access to VWM were more 

effective at including and excluding stimuli based on their features. Notably, this provides 

evidence that feature-based information impacts processing at the level of VWM and it provides 

an advantage to performance on the change-detection task that this study utilized. However, the 

effects that are observable in a change-detection task may emerge on either of the parameters 

measurable in a partial-report design. That is, the feature-based attention effect could be on 

encoding (i.e., influencing which items are encoded in VWM), or the effect could emerge as a 

consequence of relative differences in fidelity (i.e., how accurately each item is represented). 

Thus, this study by Vogel and colleagues provides a clear demonstration that feature-based 

attention can influence VWM, though more research is needed to fully understand this effect.  

Further research utilized fMRI as a means of investigating the neural underpinnings of 

the mechanisms supporting VWM transfer. Such investigations have observed activity in the 

basal ganglia associated with the preparation to filter irrelevant items presented during encoding 
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(McNab & Klingberg, 2008). Specifically, participants were instructed to remember only a 

subset of a memory array (i.e., only remember the orientations of red stimuli, and ignore blue 

stimuli), and greater basal ganglia activity was associated with less storage of task-irrelevant 

(i.e., blue) items. This activation, evident during periods of instruction, is thought to be 

associated with the preparation to filter items so that they are not encoded into VWM. The 

information relevant to the goal is delivered to cortical regions responsible for biasing item 

encoding via connections with prefrontal cortex, where the “rules” of a task are defined (McNab 

& Klingberg, 2008; Sakai & Passingham, 2003). In VWM tasks, performance is enhanced by 

prior knowledge pertaining to features that define target stimuli (such as being asked to attend 

only to red items presented within a visual display), and correlates with the efficiency with which 

non-target items are filtered out (McNab & Klingberg, 2008; Vogel et al., 2005). This research 

suggests that the basal ganglia support control over the encoding of new information, and the 

goal-relevant information that is necessary to inform this process in a behaviourally meaningful 

way is received via a bias signal from prefrontal cortex. 

 Importantly, the mechanisms outlined by the research discussed above provide evidence 

for an effect of feature-based attention on VWM. Specifically, adopting a feature-based goal 

enhances performance in a change-detection task and has implications for the CDA, a marker of 

VWM maintenance. Without utilizing a partial-report design, however, it is unclear how this 

goal influences the representations themselves. Further, a bias signal from prefrontal cortex 

allows the basal ganglia to exert control over the information that is encoded into VWM on the 

basis of goal-relevance, though it is not clear how much control an observer has over this signal 

and subsequent filtering of information. That is, how flexible are the effects of feature-based 

attention? In thinking about this question, one can imagine a situation where a given probability 
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defines the relevance of a certain feature (e.g., shape). It may be the case that the behavioural 

effects of adopting a feature-based goal will change with each change in the probability value 

(i.e., there is a 60, 70, 80, or 90% chance that you will be asked to provide information about the 

circle in the following display). In contrast, it may be the case that the goal is not adopted when 

there is less than a 50% chance that it will be relevant, and it is adopted when there is a greater 

than 50% chance that it will be relevant. Are feature-based goals implemented in a way such that 

the attentional effects are titrated to the value of the goal, or are the effects simply all or none? 

1.3 The Current Study 
 

 The effects of feature-based attention on perception are relatively well understood. It is, 

however, important to note that some behaviours rely on representations existing solely in 

VWM, and these behaviours could benefit from adopting a feature-based goal. There is evidence 

to suggest that feature-based attention does influence VWM; however, more research is needed 

to fully characterize its influence on these representations. The current study addresses this 

question by examining the effects of feature-based attention on VWM using a partial-report 

design. This design allows for behaviour to be observed across two parameters of VWM: guess 

rate (the likelihood that an item is encoded in VWM) and standard deviation (the quality of the 

representations). This approach affords the independent observation of the effects on each 

parameter. Further, though evidence does support the existence of a control mechanism that 

allows feature-based goals to guide encoding, it is unclear how flexible this control process is. 

Here I utilize a probability manipulation that allows me to vary the relevance of a particular 

feature-based goal. By manipulating the likelihood that stimuli possessing a given feature will be 

probed in a partial-report design, the value of the goal changes. We may then observe differences 

in behaviour across the task’s two parameters as a function of goal value. If, however, feature-
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based attention is implemented in an “all or none” fashion, it may instead be the case that 

changes in behaviour across varying probabilities will not be evident. To preview the results, 

across Experiments 1 and 2 I observed that: 1) feature-based attention affects both filtering and 

resolution, 2) these attentional biases may reflect the operation of independent mechanisms, and 

3) both effects can be regulated to match the value of the attentional goal. 

Finally, to fully characterize the effects of feature-based attention on VWM 

representations, in Experiment 3 I investigate the timing of these effects. Does feature-based 

attention directly alter VWM representations, or do the effects emerge during perception and 

carry forward to VWM? To preview the results, I find that some effects likely emerge during 

perception, and others during VWM. Together, these three experiments demonstrate that feature-

based attentional goals can influence multiple aspects of VWM performance, and that these 

effects may be regulated by multiple distinct attentional mechanisms that operate on both 

perceptual and VWM representations.   
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CHAPTER TWO: Experiment 1 
 

 The first experiment examines the consequences of the early adoption of a feature-based 

goal (i.e. when goal-relevant information is known prior to perception) on VWM performance 

using a partial-report design similar to that used by Zhang and Luck (2008a). The nature of the 

paradigm allows for separate measures of the likelihood of encoding (i.e. the number of stimuli 

present in VWM as indicated by guess rate) and the fidelity of encoded representations (i.e. the 

resolution with which each item is stored in VWM). Assessing the effects on each of the 

parameters independently provides us with a detailed classification of the effects of feature-based 

attention on VWM.  

In addition to providing a detailed classification of the effects of feature-based attention 

on VWM, the first experiment also addresses the question of how much control is possible over a 

given feature-based goal. Here, I manipulated the value of a feature-based goal in order to assess 

the extent of this control. Specifically, is a feature-based goal adopted in an “all-or-none” fashion 

(e.g., the goal might be fully adopted whenever it is predictive of tested information more than 

50% of the time and not whenever it is predictive less than 50% of the time), or is it adopted in a 

more flexible manner (i.e. performance steadily rises with a continuous increase in goal value)? 

A probability manipulation (60, 70, 80, or 90% likelihood that a given feature predicted the 

target of a memory test) provided participants with explicit information about goal-relevance. 
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2.1 Methods  

Participants 

 Thirty-nine undergraduate students (30 women) from the University of Guelph between 

the ages of 17 and 27 (M = 18.39 years) completed the study for partial course credit. All 

participants reported having normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no colour blindness.  

Stimuli  

 Experimental stimuli were 1.2° x 1.2° (degrees of visual angle) coloured circles and 

squares. On each trial, two squares and two circles were presented in one of eight possible 

positions, which were spaced equally around an invisible 2.75° radius circle centered around a 

fixation point. Stimulus colours were chosen at random from a 360 degree colour wheel (see 

Figure 2), with a minimum 40 degree separation between stimulus colours on a given trial. For 

this and subsequent experiments, the CIELAB colour space was used to create a colour wheel 

where colours differed only in hue and not in luminance, and the perceptual difference between 

two adjacent colours is the same anywhere on the wheel. Due to a lack of equipment, I was not 

able to calibrate this colour wheel to the specific monitors utilized in Experiment 1, and thus the 

colour wheels did not truly implement the CIELAB colour space. This limitation was remedied 

for all following experiments. All stimuli were viewed on a 1280 x 1024 monitor with a grey 

background from a 57 cm viewing distance. 

Design and Procedure 

 A partial-report task, modeled after that used by Zhang & Luck (2008a), was used in the 

current experiment. On each trial, participants focused their attention on a central fixation point 

for 500 ms before being presented with the memory array (four coloured shapes—two squares 

and two circles—randomly dispersed about central fixation) for 300 ms. After a 900 ms memory 
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delay, participants were then shown a probe screen which presented them with all four shapes in 

the same spatial locations; however, without colour (outlined in black), all surrounded by a large 

colour wheel with a 12° radius from fixation to the outer edge of the wheel (see Figure 2). One of 

the four shapes was probed, i.e. outlined by a thick black line, and participants were asked to 

indicate the precise colour of that item on the initial presentation screen by clicking the 

corresponding location on the colour wheel. To prevent participants from learning the locations 

of colours on the colour wheel, the wheel was randomly rotated on each trial. The probe screen 

remained visible until participants made a response.  

 

Figure 2. An example trial in Experiment 1. 

Further, a probability manipulation was implemented so that the application of the 

feature-based goal could be assessed across varying goal values. Trials were divided into four 

separate blocked conditions (150 trials per condition), each giving participants explicit 

information about the likelihood that the probed item would be one of the squares rather than one 

of the circles (shape counterbalanced across participants). This instruction was provided at the 

beginning of each block/condition. The likelihoods that goal-relevant items were probed in each 

condition were: 60%, 70%, 80%, and 90%. For example, participants were instructed on the 60% 

block that there was a 60% probability that the probed item would be a square, or that six out of 
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every 10 trials would probe a square. The order of the blocks was randomized for each 

participant.   

Data Analysis 

 Data were analyzed using MemToolbox for MATLAB (Suchow, Brady, Fougnie, & 

Alvarez, 2013). I analyzed the amount of error that each participant made in their response on 

each trial by calculating the difference in degrees (i.e., on the circular colour wheel) between the 

actual colour of the probed stimulus and the participant’s response. An example of the 

distribution of errors for a sample participant can be seen in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Example of a distribution of errors from one subject in Experiment 1 (collapsed across probability 

conditions). The value of the target colour is 0. 

This distribution can be modelled by a mixture of two functions that reflect the two types 

of errors made by participants. Errors that result from the item not being present in memory (i.e., 

forgetting) emerge as a uniform distribution, the height of which reflects the frequency that 

participants forgot the probed item and had to guess. Errors that result from the item being 
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encoded with imperfect resolution emerge as a von Mises distribution centered around the target 

colour. The width/standard deviation of this distribution reflects the resolution of the memory 

(i.e., a small standard deviation implies a more precise memory). The guess rate and standard 

deviation were computed for each condition completed by each participant using Maximum 

Likelihood Estimation. Specifically, data from all participants were modeled using the Standard 

Mixture Model introduced by Zhang and Luck (2008a). An overall model of the guess rate 

(uniform distribution) for high-probability trials and for low-probability trials, and a standard 

deviation of the von Mises distribution for high and low-probability trials were obtained. The 

results of this modeling for each parameter (both high and low-probability trials) can be seen in 

Figures 4abcd.  

Due to the probability manipulation, the number of trials completed was not equivalent 

across conditions. For example, in the 90% block, high-probability items (e.g., squares when the 

goal was to attend to squares) were probed on 135 trials (90%), and low-probability items on 

only 15 trials (10%), and each trial type was modeled separately. To improve the stability of the 

modeled parameters, and to better equate conditions, the trial data for each condition was 

resampled with replacement so that each model was based on 150 data points.  
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Figure 4. Results of standard mixture modeling on each parameter for high- and low-probability probes in 

Experiment 1 (set size 4; red bars) and Experiment 2 (set size 6; grey bars). Error bars are 95% confidence 

intervals excluding between subject variance (Cousineau, 2005). (a) Guess rates for high-probability probes. 

(b) Guess rates for low-probability probes. (c) Standard deviations for high-probability probes. (d) Standard 

deviations for low-probability probes. 

2.2 Results  

Guess Rate 

 To assess the effects of probe type and probability on guess rate, a 2 (Probe Type: high-

probability probe vs. low-probability probe) × 4 (Probability: 60%/40%, 70%/30%, 80%/20%, 

90%/10%) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted. Mauchly’s test indicated that sphericity 

was violated for both probability, χ
 2

(5) = 12.177, p = .033, and the probe type × probability 

interaction, χ
 2

(5) = 12.631, p = .027, so Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity were used to 

correct degrees of freedom reported here. The analyses revealed a significant main effect of 

probe type, F(1,32) = 64.990, p = .000, ηp
2
 = .670, reflecting that, in general, lower guess rates 
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were observed on trials that probed a high-probability stimulus than those that probed a low-

probability stimulus. No significant main effect of probability was evident, F(2.390,76.485) = 

2.255, ns; however, a significant interaction between probe type and probability was observed, 

F(2.478,79.310) = 5.218, p = .004, suggesting that the probability manipulation differentially 

affected guess rates for high-probability probes and guess rates for low-probability probes. This 

interaction is the pattern that one might intuitively expect: As the value of the attentional goal 

increases, guess rate should decline for high-probability targets and increase for low-probability 

targets. To evaluate these potential trends directly, I next compute the simple effects of 

probability on guess rate within each level of probe type. 

Guess Rate: High-Probability Probes 

 I conducted a one-way repeated measures ANOVA to assess the simple effect of the 

probability manipulation on guess rates for high-probability probes alone. This analysis revealed 

a significant simple effect of probability, F(3,96) = 14.682, p = .000, ηp
2
 = .315. Looking at 

Figure 4a it appears that a continuous increase in probability is associated with a continuous 

decrease in guess rate. In support of this interpretation, the within-subject linear contrast for the 

probability manipulation was statistically significant, F(1,32) = 31.642, p < .001, ηp
2 

= .497. 

These results suggest that guess rates for goal-relevant stimuli were adjusted flexibly to reflect 

the value of the feature-based goal in the current condition.  

Guess Rate: Low-Probability Probes 

 Similarly, I conducted a one-way repeated measures ANOVA to assess the simple effect 

of probability on guess rates for low-probability probes. Mauchly’s test indicated that the 

assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ
 2

(5) = 16.198, p = .006, so degrees of freedom were 

corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity. This analysis indicated no effect of 
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probability on guess-rate for low-probability items, F(2.345,75.033) = 1.894, ns, suggesting that 

increasing the value of a feature-based goal did not influence the likelihood that goal-irrelevant 

items would be encoded.  

Standard Deviation 

 Standard deviations were then subjected to a 2 (Probe Type: high-probability probe vs. 

low-probability probe) × 4 (Probability: 60%/40%, 70%/30%, 80%/20%, 90%/10%) repeated 

measures ANOVA. Mauchly’s test indicated that sphericity was violated for both probability, 

χ
2
(5) = 18.569, p  = .002, and the probe type × probability interaction, χ

 2
(5) = 13.329, p  = .021, 

so reported degrees of freedom were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity. 

Analysis revealed a significant main effect of probe type, F(1,32) = 11.865, p = .002, ηp
2
 = .270, 

reflecting that, overall, colours were reported with less error on trials that probed high-

probability stimuli than low-probability stimuli. No significant main effect of probability was 

observed, F(2.116,67.718) = 2.837, ns; however, the interaction between probe type and 

probability approached statistical significance, F(2.321,74.281) = 2.905, p = .053, suggesting 

that the probability manipulation influenced high and low-probability probes differently. As with 

the guess rate analyses above, I next investigate the simple effects of probability on standard 

deviation for each level of probe type separately. 

Standard Deviation: High-Probability Probes 

 To assess the simple effect of probability on standard deviation for high-probability 

probes, I conducted a one-way repeated measures ANOVA. Mauchly’s test indicated that the 

assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ
 2

(5) = 13.403, p = .020, so degrees of freedom were 

corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity. This analysis revealed no significant 

effect of probability on standard deviation for high-probability probes, F(2.311, 73.957) = .790, 
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ns, suggesting that systematic changes in goal-value are not associated with any systematic 

changes in standard deviation of goal-relevant items (i.e., high probability targets).  

Standard Deviation: Low-Probability Probes 

 To examine the simple effect of probability on standard deviation for low-probability 

probes, I then conducted an additional one-way repeated measures ANOVA. Mauchly’s test 

again indicated a violation of the assumption of sphericity, χ
 2

(5) = 17.029, p = .004, and a 

Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used. The ANOVA revealed an effect of probability on 

standard deviation for low-probability probes that approached significance, F(2.181,69.795) = 

2.951, p = .054, ηp
2
 = .084, suggesting that manipulating the value of the feature-based goal was 

associated with changes in the precision with which goal-irrelevant information was stored. 

Looking at Figure 4d it appears that a continuous decrease in probability (i.e., from 40% to 10%) 

was associated with a continuous increase standard deviation. In support of this interpretation, 

the within-subject linear contrast for the probability manipulation was statistically significant, 

F(1,32) = 6.887, p = .013, ηp
2 

= .177, as was the quadratic contrast, F(1,32) = 6.973, p = .013, ηp
2 

= .179. Continuous increases in goal-value are associated with continuous decreases in the 

resolution of goal-irrelevant stimuli. 

2.3 Discussion 

 As discussed, prior research has provided reason to predict that feature-based attention 

can influence VWM performance (McNab & Klingberg, 2008; Vogel et al., 2005). The results of 

Experiment 1 indicate that adopting a feature-based goal does indeed have measureable 

consequences for VWM processing; however, here I extend these initial studies by further 

classifying the effects on memory. Based both on the known effects of feature-based attention on 

perceptual prioritization and not perceptual quality (Moore & Egeth, 1998), and on the initial 
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demonstrations that feature-based attention may guide filtering during VWM encoding (McNab 

& Klingberg, 2008; Vogel et al., 2005), one might predict that a feature-based goal should 

primarily influence the likelihood that stimuli are encoded (i.e., guess rate). Interestingly, my 

findings are somewhat compatible with this prediction, but also somewhat incompatible. In line 

with this prediction that feature-based attention primarily affects priority and not quality, in the 

current experiment feature-based attention only affected the likelihood of remembering high-

probability items, and not their resolution. Interestingly, the increased likelihood of remembering 

high-probability targets was not associated with a decreased likelihood of remembering low-

probability targets. Rather, surprisingly, the effect of feature-based attention on low-probability 

targets occurred only for resolution and not guess rate. Beyond this novel demonstration, I also 

investigated the flexibility in the effects of feature-based attention though a continuous 

manipulation of the value of the feature-based goal. This manipulation revealed that both 

observed effects are flexible. Continuous increases in the value of the goal led to continuous 

increases in the likelihood that high-probability stimuli were successfully encoded in VWM, and 

continuous decreases in the resolution of representations of low-probability items.   

 The observed double dissociation (i.e., an effect of attention on standard deviation but not 

guess rate for low-probability probes, and an effect on guess rate but not standard deviation for 

high-probability targets) suggests that attention may affect both parameters independently. 

Interestingly, this could suggest that there are at least two separate attentional mechanisms that 

are being used to implement the feature-based goal. Notably, these two parameters are not 

necessarily related. That is, you can improve the likelihood of encoding an item into VWM 

without altering its precision, and vice versa.  
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 The present results suggest that the effects of feature-based attention on VWM are 

twofold and item-specific: Feature-based attention biases the transfer of information into VWM, 

flexibly prioritizing goal-relevant items for encoding, and feature-based attention also flexibly 

biases the quality of the representations held in VWM, representing goal-irrelevant items with a 

greater degree of error. There are, however, important limitations to Experiment 1 that should be 

addressed. Notably, performance was generally quite high for high-probability targets, in 

particular with regards to precision. It is possible that the null effect of probability on standard 

deviation for high-probability items could be a consequence of a floor effect. There may, in fact, 

be an effect of probability on the precision of item representation; however, the current 

experiment may not be adequate for observing this effect. Further, the colour wheel utilized in 

this experiment was not standardized, thus, the amount of control over the perceptual change 

across each degree of the colour wheel for each monitor was not ideal. These concerns are 

addressed in Experiment 2 by increasing the relative difficulty of the task and adjusting the 

colour wheel.  
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CHAPTER THREE: Experiment 2 

 The results of Experiment 1 provide evidence that feature-based attention has 

measureable effects on VWM performance, both on the likelihood that an item will be encoded, 

and on the item’s resolution within VWM. Critically, the effects on these two parameters were 

largely independent of one another, suggesting that a strong feature-based goal can increase the 

likelihood that goal-relevant items will be encoded despite having no effect on the strength of 

item representations in VWM. As discussed above, however, this experiment has important 

limitations. The memory arrays used in Experiment 1 had only four items, which is thought to be 

the capacity limit of VWM. It is therefore possible that the absence of an effect of probability on 

the resolution of goal-relevant items may reflect ceiling task performance. By not taxing the 

VWM system, it is possible that there were enough resources to remember these items with a 

high degree of precision even when the goals were relatively weak (i.e. in the 60% probability 

condition). If the set size of the memory array far exceeded VWM capacity, resources would 

have to be distributed more thinly and any difference in the resolution of goal-relevant 

representations across probability conditions would likely emerge. In Experiment 2 I increased 

the set size of the memory array from 4 to 6. Further, to address concerns about the colour wheel 

stimulus, I calibrated the experimental monitors using a colorimeter and created a colour wheel 

for each experimental monitor that equated the perceptual distance of each colour on the wheel. 
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3.1 Methods  

Participants 

 Thirty-three undergraduate students (27 women) from the University of Guelph between 

the ages of 17 and 27 (M = 18.50 years) completed the study for partial course credit. All 

participants reported having normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no colour blindness. 

Stimuli 

 Experimental stimuli once again consisted of 1.2° x 1.2° coloured circles and squares. On 

each trial, three squares and three circles were presented in one of eight possible positions at a 4° 

radius around central fixation. This radius was increased relative to Experiment 1 to avoid 

stimulus crowding. As in Experiment 1, stimulus colours were chosen at random from a 360 

degree colour wheel with a minimum 40 degree separation between all colours on a given trial. 

Experimental monitors were assessed using a colorimeter (Konica Minolta CS-100A, values 

confirmed using DataColor’s Spyder4 Express, raw RGB co-ordinates derived using HCFE 

Calibration software) and the colour wheel was specifically adjusted for each of the monitors. 

Design and Procedure 

 The design and procedure for Experiment 2 was identical to that of Experiment 1 with the 

exception of an increase in the set size of the memory array on each trial. On each trial, 

participants were required to hold six coloured shapes (three circles and three squares) in 

memory across a delay before one of the shapes was subsequently probed. 

Data Analysis 

 All modeling procedures were identical to those in Experiment 1. Again, resampling 

procedures in MATLAB equated all conditions to 150 samples.  
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3.2 Results 

The standard deviation and guess rate parameters for Experiment 2 are plotted in Figure 

4abcd using grey lines. Visual inspection of these results reveals two main trends. Overall 

performance was worse in Experiment 2 than Experiment 1 (i.e., higher standard deviations and 

guess rate for all conditions), suggesting that performance could not be at ceiling for high-

probability targets. Despite the overall decrease in performance, the effects of feature-based 

attention in Experiment 2 appear to replicate those from Experiment 1. To evaluate the statistical 

support for these assertions, I first assessed the differences across Experiments 1 and 2 before 

conduction a more detailed analysis on the Experiment 2 results alone (i.e., using the same 

analyses reported for Experiment 1). Beginning with the standard deviation measure, a 2 

(Experiment: 1 vs. 2) × 2 (Probe Type: high-probability probe vs. low-probability probe) × 4 

(Probability: 60%/40%, 70%/30%, 80%/20%, 90%/10%) mixed ANOVA revealed a statistically 

significant main effect of experiment, F(1,64) = 12.75, p = .001, ηp
2 

= .166, and no interactions 

between experiment and any other factor, all F-values < 1. Similarly, the equivalent ANOVA on 

guess rate also revealed a statistically significant main effect of experiment, F(1,64) = 16.734, p 

= .000, ηp
2 

= .207, and no interactions between experiment and any other factor, all F-values < 1. 

These analyses support the conclusion that increasing set size from four to six resulted in poorer 

performance as measured by both standard deviation and guess rate, but otherwise did not alter 

the effects of feature-based attention. 

Guess Rate 

 I then carried out a 2 (Probe Type: high-probability probe vs. low-probability probe) × 4 

(Probability: 60%/40%, 70%/30%, 80%/20%, 90%/10%) on guess rates. Analysis revealed a 

significant main effect of probe type, F(1,32) = 18.205, p = .000, ηp
2 

= .363, such that on trials 
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that probed a high-probability item, guess rates were generally significantly lower than when 

low-probability items were probed. Further, there was a significant main effect of probability, 

F(3,96) = 4.178, p = .008, ηp
2 

= .115, and a significant interaction between probe type and 

probability, F(3,96) = 4.035, p = .009, ηp
2 

= .112, suggesting that further analysis was necessary 

to understand the effect of probability at each level of probe type. 

Guess Rate: High-Probability Probes 

 I assessed the simple effect of probability on guess rates for high-probability probes using 

a one-way repeated measures ANOVA. As in Experiment 1, the analyses revealed a significant 

effect of probability on guess rate for high-probability trials, F(3,96) = 13.010,  p = .000, ηp
2 

= 

.289, such that with increasing probability, guess rate declined. To then address the nature of the 

differences between probability conditions, within-subjects contrasts were analyzed. Contrasts 

indicated a significant linear relationship between conditions, F(1,32) = 44.351, p = .000, ηp
2 

= 

.581, suggesting that systematic increases in the value of a feature-based goal were associated 

with a linear decrease in guess rates for goal-relevant stimuli.  

Guess Rate: Low-Probability Probes 

 I then subjected guess rates for low-probability probes to a one-way repeated measures 

ANOVA. This analysis, however, yielded no significant effect, F(3,96) = 1.674, ns, suggesting 

that a systematic manipulation of goal-relevance did not affect the likelihood that goal-irrelevant 

items were present in VWM when probed.  

Standard Deviation 

 To assess the effects of probe type and probability on standard deviation, I conducted a 2 

(Probe Type: high-probability vs. low-probability probe) × 4 (Probability: 60%/40%, 70%/30%, 
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80%/20%, 90%/10%) repeated measures ANOVA. Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption 

of sphericity was violated for probability, χ
 2

(5) = 34.567, p = .000, as well as for the probe type 

× probability interaction, χ
 2

(5) = 35.063, p = .000, thus a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was 

used to report all associated degrees of freedom. ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of 

probe type, F(1,32) = 18.417, p = .000, ηp
2 

=  .365, suggesting that standard deviation was 

greater for low-probability trials than for high-probability trials. Further, there was a main effect 

of probability, F(1.802,57.674) = 3.670, p = .036, ηp
2 

= .103, and a significant interaction 

between probability and probe type, F(1.821,58.282) = 3.736, p = .033, ηp
2 

= .105, suggesting 

that the probability manipulation differentially influenced each level of probe type. 

Standard Deviation: High-Probability Probes 

 I carried out a one-way repeated measures ANOVA on standard deviations for high 

probability probes to assess the simple effect of the probability manipulation. Mauchly’s test 

indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ
 2

(5) = 28.357, p = .000, so 

degrees of freedom were adjusted using a Greenhouse-Geisser correction. The analysis revealed 

no significant effect of the probability manipulation on standard deviation for goal-relevant 

stimuli, F(1.878,60.085) = .758, ns, suggesting that, similar to Experiment 1, an increase in goal-

value was not associated with any meaningful differences in the representational quality of the 

goal-relevant stimuli present in VWM.  

Standard Deviation: Low-Probability Probes 

 I then conducted an additional one-way repeated measures ANOVA on standard 

deviations for low-probability probes to examine the simple effect of probability. Mauchly’s test 

indicated that the assumption of sphericity was violated, χ
 2

(5) = 41.904, p = .000, so a 

Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used. The ANOVA indicated a significant effect of 
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probability on the standard deviation of trials that probed the low-probability items, 

F(1.729,55.320) = 3.908, p = .031, ηp
2 

= .109, such that a stronger goal-value was associated 

with a greater degree of error in the stored representations of low-probability, goal-irrelevant 

stimuli.  

 Next, I assessed within-subjects contrasts in order to understand the nature of the 

differences between the conditions. Contrasts indicated a significant linear trend across 

probability conditions, F(1,32) = 6.686, p = .014, ηp
2 

= .173, suggesting that systematic increases 

in the value of a feature-based goal were associated with a linear decrease in the resolution of 

goal-irrelevant items in VWM.  

3.3 Discussion 

 With the exception of overall higher guess rates for both high and low-probability items 

and a generally larger standard deviation for both high and low-probability items (confirming the 

predicted increases in task difficulty), the results of Experiment 2 replicated those of Experiment 

1. Specifically, increasing the probability that a goal-relevant item would be probed resulted in a 

decrease in the guess rate for high-probability items. This decrease in guess rate, interpreted as 

an increased likelihood that high-probability items were encoded in VWM, was not associated 

with an increase in precision in colour reporting for the same items. Thus, even with a more 

difficult task that necessitates a thinner distribution of resources, the probability manipulation did 

not affect the quality of the goal-relevant VWM representations. Relative to Experiment 1, 

precision in colour reporting for high-probability items was statistically significantly reduced; 

however, differences in precision between strong and weak feature-based goals were still not 

evident. As in Experiment 1, the probability manipulation had no effect on the likelihood that 

any given goal-irrelevant item would be encoded (i.e. guess rates were equal across probability 
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conditions); however, an effect of probability on standard deviation implies that, with a strong 

feature-based goal, despite being equally as likely to encode a low-probability item, these items 

are stored with less precision.  

 Replicating the results of Experiment 1 using an increased set size and a standardized 

colour wheel allows for more confidence in the emerging patterns. Even when the number of 

items in the to-be remembered array exceeds VWM capacity, differences in standard deviation 

are not evident for high-probability probes. Thus, the null effect of the probability manipulation 

on guess rate for goal relevant items that was observed in Experiment 1 was not due to overall 

high levels of performance associated with an insufficiently challenging task.  

 The results of Experiments 1 and 2 offer unique insight into the effects of a feature-based 

goal on VWM performance, both in terms of the item-specific influence on each parameter, and 

the flexibility with which the goal is adopted. Though the effects were measured on VWM 

performance, participants in both experiments were always able to implement the goal prior to 

viewing the to-be remembered stimuli (i.e., the task instruction indicating the feature-based goal 

was provided at the beginning of each block of trials). Thus the feature-based goal likely also 

had some direct influence on perceptual processing. Notably, research that has observed a benefit 

to VWM performance following the implementation of a feature-based goal has provided goal-

relevant information in the same way. It is not clear whether the observed effects on VWM are a 

result of the reprioritization of goal-relevant information upon VWM encoding, or if the effects 

are simply carried over from prioritization within perception. In a third experiment I provided 

participants with goal-relevant information during VWM maintenance (i.e., after the memory 

array disappeared on each trial). Consequently, the feature-based goal could not be implemented 
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until information about the stimuli was no longer available on the retina and, in turn, any effects 

on VWM performance could only be attributed to direct effects on VWM.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: Experiment 3 

 In Experiments 1 and 2 we observed that feature-based attention has measureable effects 

on the transfer of information into VWM as well as on the fidelity of VWM representations. In 

Experiment 3 I sought to gain an understanding of when these effects emerge in visual 

processing. As mentioned, it is unclear whether goal-relevant feature-based information is re-

prioritized at the level of VWM or if these late effects are a consequence of early goal 

application.  

To address this question, I provided feature-based goal information on each trial in the 

form of a retro-cue that appeared during the maintenance phase of the memory task. Such retro-

cues have previously been used to study the direct effects of spatial attention on VWM. In 

particular, providing a spatial cue that orients attention toward internal representations during 

VWM maintenance can significantly enhance performance on change detection tasks (Griffin & 

Nobre, 2003; Lepsien, Griffin, Devlin, & Nobre, 2005; Lepsien & Nobre, 2007; Sligte, Scholte, 

& Lamme, 2008). Experiments using such retro-cues to orient attention toward relevant memory 

items recruits the same frontoparietal network implicated in selective attention that is active 

when given a pre-cue (Griffin et al., 2005; Lepsien & Nobre, 2007; Lepsien et al., 2005). The 

resultant enhanced activation of this representation in object-specific cortex during maintenance 

is thought to prevent otherwise fragile representations from degrading during the memory delay 

(Liepsen & Nobre, 2005). This retro-cue effect of spatial attention has implications for theories 

of VWM capacity limits. Specifically, Sligte and colleagues argue that visual short term memory 

likely has multiple stores with varying capacity limits: a brief but high capacity iconic memory 

that is dependent on persistent retinal activation beyond the duration of stimulus presentation; 

and an additional, lower-capacity but longer lasting store that protects these otherwise brief and 
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fragile representations from being overwritten by using internal selective attention. In the 

absence of current retinal activation, persistent activation in visual and temporal cortex is thought 

to assist in the maintenance of these fragile representations. Here I asked observers to use 

internal selective attention to retroactively implement a feature-based goal of varying degrees of 

relevance. Critically, the stimuli in the visual array were given equal priority during perceptual 

processing and VWM encoding, and appropriate prioritization must have occurred in later 

processing, specifically during VWM maintenance.  

By observing the effect of a late feature-based goal on the same parameters assessed in 

Experiments 1 and 2 I sought to better understand the scope of feature-based attention. If, for 

example, the effects of feature-based attention on the guess rate and standard deviation 

parameters are comparable to those seen in the first two experiments, it is possible that these 

effects reflect direct attentional modulations of VWM processing, rather the indirect effects that 

originate during perception. Alternatively, the effects on guess rate and standard deviation may 

be different from those seen in the initial two experiments in several different ways. If we see no 

effect of feature-based attention, it may be the case that in order to successfully apply a feature-

based goal, information must be available on the retina. If, however, we do see an effect of 

feature-based attention that is different from the effects observed in Experiments 1 and 2, this 

may suggest that it is possible to implement a feature-based goal after perception; however, this 

process is somewhat independent from preparatory activity and goal application during 

perception, and the point at which a goal is implemented has consequences for the way 

information is transferred and stored throughout visual processing.  
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4.1 Methods  

Participants 

 Twenty-six members of the general community (19 women) between the ages of 18 and 

31 (M = 21.69 years) participated for $10. Participants were recruited via posters visible 

throughout the University of Guelph campus as well as recruitment posts on a University of 

Guelph Facebook group. All participants reported having normal or corrected-to-normal vision 

and no colour blindness. 

Stimuli 

 Consistent with Experiments 1 and 2, experimental stimuli consisted of 1.2° x 1.2° 

coloured circles and squares. On each trial, two squares and two circles were presented in one of 

eight possible positions at a 2.75° radius around central fixation. The colours of the stimuli in the 

array were chosen at random from the same colour wheel used in Experiment 2. All participants 

completed the experiment from a 57 cm viewing distance. 

Design and Procedure 

 The partial-report task used here was similar to those used in the first two experiments; 

however, there were important differences (see Figure 5). On each trial, participants focused 

their attention on a central fixation point for 500 ms before being presented with the memory 

array for 300 ms. After a 1,000 ms delay, a cue appeared indicating to the participant whether a 

circle or a square was most likely to be probed on that trial. This cue, consisting of a single word 

(either ‘circle’ or ‘square’, determined randomly on each trial) remained on the screen for 500 

ms. Following another 1,000 ms delay, the probe screen appeared which presented all four 

shapes again in their initial spatial locations; however, without colour (outlined in black). These 
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shapes were again surrounded by a colour wheel. One of the four shapes was marked by a thick 

outline and participants used the colour wheel to indicate the precise colour of that particular 

stimulus in the initial memory array. This probe screen remained visible until response. 

 

Figure 5. An example trial from Experiment 3. 

 A probability manipulation was once again implemented to assess the effect of a feature-

based goal of varying degrees of relevance. The number of trials per block was reduced from 150 

to 135 in order to accommodate the longer trial sequence in this experiment. Otherwise the 

probability manipulation was identical to that of Experiments 1 and 2.  

Data Analysis 

 Modeling procedures were the same as those described in Experiments 1 and 2.  

4.2 Results 

The standard deviation and guess rates for high- and low-probability stimuli are depicted 

in Figures 6abcd. Visual inspection of these results reveals a noticeable change from 

Experiments 1 and 2. Specifically, there appear to be no systematic changes in any of the 

parameters associated with the probability manipulation; however, performance appears to differ 
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for high- and low-probability probes. In the sections that follow, I assess the statistical support 

for this description. 

 

Figure 6. Results of standard mixture modeling on each parameter for high- and low-probability probes. 

Error bars are 95% confidence intervals excluding between subject variance (Cousineau, 2005). (a) Guess 

rates for high-probability probes. (b) Guess rates for low-probability probes. (c) Standard deviations for 

high-probability probes. (d) Standard deviations for low-probability probes. 

Guess Rate 

 To assess for effects of probe type and probability on standard deviation, I conducted a 2 

(Probe Type: high-probability vs. low-probability probe) × 4 (Probability: 60%/40%, 70%/30%, 

80%/20%, 90%/10%) repeated measures ANOVA. This analysis revealed a significant main 

effect of probe type, F(1,25) = 4.347, p = .047, ηp
2 

= .148, suggesting that when high-probability 

stimuli were probed, guess rates were lower than when low-probability stimuli were probed. 

That is, goal-relevant stimuli were more likely to be present in VWM at the time of probe. There 
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was, however, no main effect of probability, F(3,75) = .410, ns, and no interaction between 

probe type and probability, F(3,75) = .406, ns, suggesting that guess rates did not vary as a 

function of probability at either level of probe type.  

Standard Deviation 

 I then subjected standard deviations to a 2 (Probe Type: high-probability vs. low-

probability probe) × 4 (Probability: 60%/40%, 70%/30%, 80%/20%, 90%/10%) repeated 

measures ANOVA to assess the effects of probe type and probability. Mauchly’s test indicated 

that the assumption of sphericity was violated both for probability, χ
 2

(5) = 15.637, p = .008, as 

well as for the probe type × probability interaction, χ
 2

(5) = 18.412, p = .002, so reported degrees 

of freedom were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates. ANOVA indicated a main effect 

of probe type that approached statistical significance, F(1,25) = 4.034, p = .056,  ηp
2 

= .139, 

suggesting that standard deviations were greater for low-probability probes than high-probability 

probes. That is, goal-irrelevant stimuli were stored with a greater degree of error (poorer 

representational quality) than goal-relevant stimuli. There was no main effect of probability, 

F(2.279,56.987) = .611, ns, and no interaction between probe type and probability, 

F(2.184,54.611) = .660, ns, suggesting that, similar to guess rate, standard deviation did not vary 

as a function of probability at either level of probe type.  

4.3 Discussion 

Importantly, the main effects of probe type on both guess rate and standard deviation in 

Experiment 3 provide evidence for direct effects of feature-based attention on VWM 

representations, in particular on the maintenance of these representations. This finding suggests 

that the ability to prioritize stimuli based on featural information does not only arise during 

processing while visual information is physically present. These late effects of feature-based 
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attention, however, are different than the effects that we observed when the feature-based goal 

could be implemented while viewing the memory array. Specifically, in the present experiment, 

the effects of feature-based attention were not sensitive to the value of the feature-based goal. 

These results suggest that the same level of control over the effects of a feature-based goal is not 

possible once physical representations are no longer available. Together, these three experiments 

provide evidence for a flexible feature-based attentional mechanism that acts on perception or 

VWM encoding, and a later inflexbile mechanism that directly influences VWM maintenance.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: General Discussion 

 Here, I demonstrated across three experiments that feature-based attention independently 

influences guess rate and standard deviation on a partial report VWM task. Specifically, adopting 

a feature-based goal during perception has item specific consequences for the transfer of 

information into VWM: Across increasing levels of goal-value, the likelihood that a goal-

relevant item will be encoded into VWM increases linearly; however, the same manipulation has 

no consequences for the transfer of goal-irrelevant information. Likewise, adopting a feature-

based goal early in processing also has item specific consequences for the quality of stored 

VWM representations: Systematically strengthening the value of a feature-based goal is 

associated with a linear decrease in the precision of goal-irrelevant information; however, this 

same manipulation has no consequences for the precision of goal-relevant items. Notably, both 

of the observed effects (i.e. the effect on guess rate for goal-relevant stimuli and the effect on 

standard deviation for goal-irrelevant stimuli) are flexible in nature. The relative strength of the 

effect across the probability conditions was related to the goal-value associated with the 

condition. Further, I demonstrated support for a less flexible mechanism for feature-based 

attention operating on internal representations only (i.e. later in processing).  

5.1 Characterizing the Effects of Feature-Based Attention on Guess Rates   

Past research has provided reasonable support to predict that an effect of feature-based 

attention on VWM would be evident in a partial-report paradigm. Specifically, McNab and 

Klingberg (2008), as well as Vogel and colleagues (2005), demonstrated that when viewing a 

memory array, orienting attention to relevant features increased the likelihood that changes to the 

array would be detected at test (i.e., elements of the array containing goal-relevant features were 

better remembered).  The authors suggest that this effect is a consequence of enhanced 
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preparatory activity in sensory cortex that is supported by top-down signals from a fronto-

parietal control network, effectively preparing the observer to filter out irrelevant distractor 

information.  

In line with the previous filtering account, I observed that feature-based attention does 

sometimes influence which items are transferred into VWM, as measured by the guess rate 

parameter. In particular, when the goal is implemented prior to perceptual processing, feature-

based attention can increase the likelihood that goal-relevant stimuli are transferred into VWM. 

Thus, as suggested by previous researchers, feature-based attention acts like a “bouncer” for 

VWM, determining which stimuli gain access, and which do not (Awh & Vogel, 2008). 

A number of my results, however, cannot be explained by the filtering account as it 

currently stands. By implementing a probability manipulation, I was able to observe how flexibly 

a goal may be adopted. Here I demonstrate that the effects of feature-based attention are sensitive 

to goal-value: Goal relevant stimuli are increasingly more likely to be encoded with an increase 

in goal-value. Thus, rather than determining the relevance of visual information categorically 

(i.e., relevant versus irrelevant), it may be the case that the network that supports filtering can 

prioritize stimuli flexibly based on values of how relevant they are.  

A second novel finding is that my results are inconsistent with the central claim of the 

filtering account that the role of feature-based attention is to filter out the distracting irrelevant 

items, rather than facilitating the transfer of relevant items into VWM (McNab & Klingberg, 

2008; Vogel et al., 2005). In contrast to this claim, in all three experiments I found that 

manipulations of the value of feature-based attention influenced transfer (i.e., guess rate) for 

high-probability stimuli, but not the distracting low-probability stimuli. This pattern is the 
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opposite of what would be predicted by the filtering account. It is possible that the low-

probability stimuli that are used in my designs differ in important ways from the distractors used 

in previous research. Notably, the low-probability stimuli are not 100% task-irrelevant—even 

when it is least probable that they will be probed, there is still potential for them to be relevant on 

any given trial. Adopting a strategy that effectively ignores these items (i.e., prevents them from 

being encoded), is not as effective as it would be if these items were entirely irrelevant. It may be 

the case, then, that the filtering account noted by previous researchers is specific to activity 

associated with distractors, and activity associated with systematically prioritizing information 

for biased encoding is something distinct itself.   

On a separate topic, to this point in the thesis I have described the guess rate parameter as 

a measure of whether items were successfully encoded into VWM. This interpretation is 

somewhat called into question in Experiment 3, where guess rates were biased by an attentional 

goal after the encoding process was complete. This is likely associated with Sligte and 

colleagues’ account of fragile working memory. Fragile representations that exist in iconic 

memory after stimuli are removed are strengthened by feature-based attention and, as a 

consequence, are less likely to degrade. Guess rates, then, may reflect processes of both encoding 

as well as maintenance, where item representations are strengthened by internal selective 

attention. 

In summary, the reported guess rate data advances our knowledge of how feature-based 

attention influences the allocation of resources for encoding by demonstrating its flexibility: 

When physical information is available on the retina, the precise value of a feature-based goal 

determines the strength of the encoding bias. As observed in Experiment 3, however, this 
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flexibility is lost once the physical stimuli have been removed. When relying on internal 

representations of information, feature-based attention is adopted in an “all-or-none” fashion. 

5.2 Characterizing the Effects of Feature-Based Attention on Standard 

Deviations 

 My results also expand on conclusions drawn from past psychophysical investigations of 

feature-based attention on perception. Specifically, previous research has suggested that feature-

based attention operates by prioritizing relevant information for processing rather than by 

enhancing the quality of the perceptual representations of relevant stimuli (Farrel & Pelli, 1993; 

Moore & Egeth, 1998). This suggests that adopting a goal while performing a perception task 

benefits performance when the dependent measure reflects the order of stimulus processing (e.g., 

RT) rather than quality or precision of its representation (e.g., how accurately information about 

a target can be reported).  

Importantly, here I demonstrate that adopting a feature-based goal can benefit behavior 

on a task that depends on precision of colour reporting rather than priority. When stimuli are 

presented together, feature-based attention does have consequences for the relative quality of the 

representations. Prioritizing items for processing minimizes error in the stored representations of 

the attended items, thus allowing them to be stored with greater fidelity relative to goal-irrelevant 

items. Further, adopting a feature-based goal early (i.e., when stimuli are present) allows for 

item-specific flexibility in the observed effects (i.e., effects of the probability manipulation are 

only evident for low-probability items). This contrasts reports that suggest that feature-based 

attention only affects prioritization. 
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It is, however, necessary to note important methodological differences between the 

experiments reported in this thesis and previous research. The tasks that assessed effects of 

feature-based attention on representational quality presented stimuli in rapid succession and 

asked observers to report information about the identity of a target stimulus that contained a 

particular feature. Performance on tasks of this nature do not benefit from the knowledge that a 

particular target (i.e., digit among distractors) will possess a given feature (i.e., part of a subset of 

small, rather than large, items). Thus, the quality of the perceptual representations are not 

enhanced as a consequence of possessing a relevant feature and an appropriate response is not 

triggered. If, however, items are not immediately masked (as in the experiments reported in this 

thesis), it is possible that effects on representational quality emerge. That is, perhaps the 

probability effects noted in Experiments 1 and 2 actually emerge after perception and are specific 

to VWM encoding.  

In contrast with previous research, here I report that feature-based attention does, indeed, 

have an effect on the quality of the representations in VWM. Although research has indicated 

that feature-based attention does not affect the precision of representations in perception (Farrel 

& Pelli, 1993; Moore & Egeth, 1998), it may be the case that the effects noted here are specific 

to VWM encoding, occurring later in processing than perception. 

5.3 Interpreting the Probability Manipulation 

As in Experiments 1–3, designs that incorporate a probability manipulation provide 

observers with cues regarding the optimal strategy for performance. For instance, when the 

likelihood is high that a given behaviour or choice will result in maximum payoff, rational choice 

theory states that the best strategy to adopt would be to perform this behaviour or choice 100% 

of the time (Shanks, Tunney, & McCarthy, 2002; Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). If, for example, 
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there is an 80% chance that attending to squares will allow for the best performance (i.e., an 80% 

chance you will be asked to report the colour of a square) on each individual trial, attending to 

squares on every trial would maximize performance. Despite this being the optimal strategy, 

researchers have noted a phenomenon known as probability matching: In the instance described 

above, participants will instead attend to squares roughly 80% of the time, and the lower-

probability shape 20% of the time (Shanks et al., 2002). Given this knowledge, we may begin to 

speculate about the strategies adopted by the observers in my tasks, and how those strategies 

translate to the allocation of attention and perceptual resources.  

If participants did adopt the rational choice strategy, a linear decline in guess rates across 

the increasing probability conditions would likely not be evident. That is, at high probabilities 

the high-probability target should be attended 100% of the time and, thus, guess rates should not 

differ between these conditions. This linear trend does provide some indication of a strategic 

allocation of resources. It is, for instance, possible that the participants were probability 

matching. In this case, they may have allocated all of their perceptual resources to the high-

probability targets on 60, 70, 80, or 90% of trials (depending on their current block), and all of 

their perceptual resources to the low-probability targets on the remaining 40, 30, 20, and 10% of 

trials. Alternatively, however, if perception is considered a resource that we can distribute 

flexibly using attention, it is also possible that participants used the probability information to 

divide their resources on each trial. By this account, on a given trial in the 80% condition, 

participants would distribute 40% of their resources to each high-probability target, and 10% to 

each low-probability target. The amount of resources allocated to each high-probability target 

increases steadily across the probability conditions, resulting in the linear trend in guess rates 
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observable in the data (i.e., the more perceptual resources allocated to a high-probability target, 

the more likely it is to be encoded).  

Necessarily, this suggests that the amount of resources allocated to each low-probability 

target declines steadily across the probability conditions. Although we do not see a linear trend in 

guess rates across the probability conditions for these targets, a linear trend is evident in standard 

deviations (i.e., less precise representations with decreasing probability). Perhaps the loss in 

precision of these items is a consequence of a strategic division of resources on each trial, 

leaving fewer resources for low-probability targets as a greater proportion are allocated to high-

probability targets. Interestingly, this strategic allocation of resources—whether it reflects 

probability matching or a trial-by-trial division of resources—is only possible when the physical 

stimuli are present. That is, when information about the probability that a given target will be 

probed is not provided until after perception (i.e., after the stimuli have been removed), this 

strategy for optimizing performance is no longer available to the observer. 

5.4 A Role for a Fronto-parietal Control Network 

 How is it that observers are able to regulate feature-based attention based on the value of 

the goal? Likely, this regulation is provided by a fronto-parietal control network. Past research 

has proposed that the prefrontal cortex is essential for working memory (Goldman-Rakic, 1987; 

McNab & Klingberg, 2008; Sakai & Passingham, 2003; Vogel et al., 2005). Though sustained 

activity in prefrontal cortex during working memory tasks has been shown to reflect a number of 

factors (i.e., maintenance of presented items, response preparation, and task rules and goals; 

Passingham & Sakai, 2004), it has been suggested that its fundamental role is to implement 

known information for the purposes of behaviour (Awh & Vogel, 2008; McNab & Klingberg, 

2008; Vogel et al., 2005). Specifically, McNab and Klingberg propose that elevated activity in 
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the prefrontal cortex is associated with the preparation to filter out distractors. Information from 

prefrontal cortex about which features are associated with targets and which features are 

associated with distractors is sent to sensory cortices where activity is modulated accordingly. 

That is, enhanced activity in neural populations that represent relevant features allows for 

increased sensitivity to matching stimuli and more efficient behaviour.  

 In Experiments 1 and 2 of this thesis, information about the goal is provided to 

participants at the beginning of the block and, therefore, they may prepare to attend to high-

probability features prior to viewing the stimulus array. It is possible that participants were more 

sensitive to the high-probability feature prior to the onset of the stimuli, allowing for biased 

processing and an overall lower guess rate and precision for these items relative to low-

probability items. Likewise, it is also possible that participants were capable of using attention to 

strategically allocate their perceptual resources on each trial as a result of a bias signal from 

prefrontal cortex. That is, specific information regarding the proportion of resources that should 

be allocated to each available target is known prior to the onset of the array, and a bias signal 

with this specific level of detail may have been sent to sensory cortices to appropriately bias 

attention. Interestingly, though the same fronto-parietal control network is thought to be involved 

in the prioritization of internal representations, this same level of control was not possible with a 

retro-cue in the current experiments. Perhaps a controlled bias signal attuned to the details of a 

goal is only possible in preparation for stimulus onset and in perception when stimuli are present.  

5.5 Early and Late Mechanisms for Feature-Based Attention 

By varying the timing of the feature-based cue from Experiments 1 and 2 (where relevant 

information is known prior to viewing the stimulus array) to Experiment 3 (where information is 

not provided until after the array disappears), I was able to isolate when the effects of feature-
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based attention emerge, and how the effects differ as a function of timing. Here I provide 

evidence for both an early and a late mechanism of feature-based attention: the early mechanism 

likely affects perceptual representations and the late mechanism affects VWM representations. 

The functionality of these mechanisms, however, differs in important ways. When adopted later 

in processing (i.e. after external representations have been removed), the effects of feature-based 

attention are not adjustable. The timing of when a cue, and thus a top-down biasing signal, is 

available is critical to how feature-based attention influences processing.   

Previous research has provided evidence to suggest that both early and late mechanisms 

for feature-based attention may operate through similar networks. Just as predictive cues can 

benefit performance on VWM tasks (Schmidt, Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2002) by modulating 

activity in perceptual cortex in response to a bias signal from frontal control networks (Liu et al., 

2003; Maunsell & Treue, 2006; McNab & Klingberg, 2008), research has demonstrated that a 

retro-cue recruits the same fronto-parietal networks to prioritize internal representations (Griffin 

& Nobre, 2003). There are important differences in how these networks function. Critically, 

when information pertaining to a goal is available early in processing (i.e., at perception), a 

feature-based goal is adopted flexibly depending on how valuable the goal is on a given trial. 

When information is not provided to an observer until after the external stimuli have been 

removed, all items are given equal priority during perception and the feature-based goal affects 

VWM representations in an “all-or-none” nature. Thus, the way that a feature-based goal 

operates in the system, and how flexibly it does so, depends on when it is applied. When 

information about a goal is available early, selective attention operates flexibly to prioritize 

perceptual representations. The bias signal that supports this process may then persist throughout 

maintenance to support item prioritization. However, when information relevant to a particular 
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goal is available later in processing, internal selective attention adopts the goal less flexibly, and 

with less control over the strength of the bias. Here, the bias signal supports only limited 

prioritization.  

The results here do have one important limitation. Beyond the change in the timing of the 

feature-based goal, the consistency of this goal also changed in Experiment 3 relative to 

Experiments 1 and 2. In the initial experiments the feature-based goal remained the same across 

all trials of the experiment. In Experiment 3, however, the goal changed from trial to trial. 

Perhaps the null effects of the probability manipulation in Experiment 3 are a consequence of 

participants’ inability to strategically adjust behaviour in response to different values of a 

feature-based goal when the relevant feature is not stable. Indeed, Theeuwes (2013) does suggest 

that feature-based attention is made possible through stimulus-driven learning and, thus, requires 

that the relevant feature remain consistent over time. Notably, however, there are some effects of 

feature-based attention in Experiment 3, suggesting that participants were able to somewhat 

implement the goal. To resolve this interpretation limitation, a future experiment should examine 

behaviour across the parameters of interest when a different cue is provided prior to viewing the 

memory array on each individual trial.  

5.4 On the Flexibility of Feature-Based Attention in Early Processing 

 Here I report that, when applied early, a feature-based goal is flexible and controlled. 

Manipulating the value of a feature-based goal has independent, item-specific effects on guess 

rate and standard deviation. One possibility is that this flexibility is made possible through a 

“trade-off” between guess rate for high-probability stimuli and standard deviation for low-

probability stimuli. That is, in order to encode more goal-relevant items, the resolution of 

irrelevant items is sacrificed. Potentially in line with this interpretation, there is evidence to 
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suggest that, depending on task demands, items can be encoded into VWM in different states 

(Olivers, Peters, Houtkamp, & Roelfsema, 2006). Specifically, when an item is directly relevant 

to a specific task it is encoded in an active state, while additional items are stored in an accessory 

state for later use should they become relevant. The item that is active in VWM becomes a 

template that guides attention toward stimuli that share its features, while accessory items have 

no control over the biasing of attention. An important hallmark of active vs. accessory 

representations in VWM is that as a template becomes stronger, the representations of accessory 

items stored in VWM become weaker. Thus, systematically strengthening a template in VWM 

may be associated with enhanced prioritization of external stimuli matching the template as well 

as weaker representations of encoded, but non-matching, stimuli. It is possible that the 

probability manipulation systematically strengthened the template guiding attention, therefore 

increasing the likelihood that goal-relevant items would be encoded across probability conditions 

while simultaneously decreasing the quality of the representations of the goal-irrelevant stimuli 

in VWM. The different states in VWM may explain the apparent “trade-off” observed in the 

data, providing a mechanism by which feature-based attention in perception is highly flexible. 

 It is important to note that, in order to evaluate the claims of this conclusion, it would 

need to be directly tested. Research suggests that only one item may be active at any given time 

(Olivers et al., 2006), and it may be hard to reconcile my findings with this notion. Specifically, 

the items must be encoded into VWM and maintained prior to being recalled for colour 

reporting. If it is the case that the items are encoded into different states in VWM on the basis of 

relevance (i.e., high-probability shapes in an active state) then, for the purposes of the 

experiments reported in this thesis, only one of the two goal-relevant shapes in my experiments 

would be encoded in an active state. Here, the effects of feature-based attention on encoding 
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probability are evident for high-proability shapes in general, and there is no evidence to suggest 

that only one is strongly active at a given time. Further, previous research has also indicated that 

there is no difference in representational quality between the active and accessory items in VWM 

(van Moorselaar, Theeuwes, & Olivers, 2014). This may also be difficult to reconcile with my 

findings, as I note a marked decline in the quality with which the low-probability (accessory) 

targets are stored as a function of a strengthened high-probability (active) target. 
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CHAPTER SIX: Concluding Remarks 

 Taken together, the results reported here suggest that feature-based attention has benefits 

for behaviour whether a goal is applied to stimuli available in perception or to internal 

representations in later processing. The effects of feature-based attention, however, can be 

characterized differently depending on when information regarding a feature-based goal is made 

available to the observer. When a cue is provided prior to the onset of the to-be remembered 

array of stimuli, feature-based attention effectively prioritizes relevant visual information for 

processing such that it is more likely to be encoded into VWM, and items are represented with 

less error relative to non-relevant items. Critically, this process is flexible. The parameters of 

VWM (guess rate and standard deviation) are independently influenced by varying the value of a 

given feature-based goal, and the effects of feature-based attention on each parameter are item 

specific. When a cue is provided later, however, a feature-based goal is adopted in a less flexible 

“all-or-none” fashion. This suggests that there are both early and late mechanisms for feature-

based attention, and that the flexibility with which the goal operates in the system is dependent 

on the availability of goal-relevant information.  
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